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Computer Forensic Department, Punjab Forensic Science Agency
Submission of samples for Computer Forensic Analysis
Read the contents of this form carefully before submission

This form must be filled properly by I/O and submitted with specimen(s), OTHERWISE SAMPLE(S) WILL NOT
BE ACCEPTED.
۞For COMPUTER SYSTEM/LAPTOP EXAMINATION CASES to be accepted please provide two empty hard
disks of 2 TB each with the of total submitted digital items.
One hard disk bearing derivative evidence acquired during examination will be returned to the case requester
upon laboratory examination report release. The other hard disk bearing image of the device drive will be kept at
PFSA in case additional analysis is required by Punjab Police or ordered by Court.

1. Case information:
Is this a computer system/laptop examination case? Y / N. If yes, are you submitting two empty hard
drives? If no. the case is not acceptable.
2. Evidence items:
FIR No. P.S. / Submitting Agency
Submitted by / Date
Please describe 1-2 most suitable evidence items, which has the potential to solve your case.
PFSA may not process all submitted items because of many cases awaiting analysis.

Computer Forensic case
3. Password protected device(s)? Yes
No
If yes, provide password________________
4. Mention area of analysis interest below to include i) File name, ii) Location, iii) Date and time
5. what needs to be analysed?
Audio
Video
Images
Documents
6. In case of any specific picture or video recovery, please provide a reference
7. For DVR data recovery, submit hard disk(s) and the DVR(s).
Mobile Forensic case
8. Password protected device(s)?
Yes
No
If yes, provide password______________
9. In case of any specific picture or video recovery, please provide a reference
10. Mention in few words below how the mobile phone is relevant to this case

11.What needs to be analysed? Images

Video Audio

Contacts

SMS

Call Logs

Social Media case

12. Provide: User Name, Password, Authentication code, date, time of the Post,

reference content for specific post. Please provide the underlined information otherwise
case may not be accepted.
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